Brochures - Designed and Printed
A3 (420mm x 297mm)
Available in three
folding options,
A4, A5 or DL

2008 PRICES
Folded to A5
Folded to DL
Full colour print, Folded to A4
FULL COLOUR
both sides on 130gsm or 150gsm Gloss Art paper
BOTH SIDES
Design Options:
Choose a PREMIUM format for your brochure design, where photos are
QTY 130gsm 150gsm 1. blended,
superimposed and/or extracted from background and

500

$1,245.85 $1,258.75

1,000 $1,286.90 $1,305.65
2,500 $1,433.75 $1,468.10
5,000 $1,683.50 $1,749.50
10,000 $2,253.50 $2,379.50
15,000 $2,857.95 $3,041.00
20,000 $3,458.00 $3,701.00
25,000 $4,062.45 $4,362.50
All prices include GST. Freight is additional

combined with text in a free flowing manner to create an up-market
effect, please add an extra $80.00 for front only and $150.00 for entire job.
2. Map are divided into three categories.
Stylised Simple Maps, that can illustrate your location on a street,
regional state or national level in a stylised fashion are FREE OF CHARGE.
Medium Detailed Maps, that show a detailed town street grid with
positions of town facilities etc or mildly detailed regional maps showing
roads, highways, towns, large waterways etc attract an additional fee of
$50.
Detailed Town and District Style Maps can be created to show all
relevant information for a map on a town or regional level. Maps requiring this level of attention attract a $100 fee.
Price Includes:
1. Supply of colour proof (usually emailed) of proposed design for customer
verification of the design.
First proof corrections or changes are included FREE OF CHARGE.
Second proof corrections or changes charged at $49.50 per hour.
2. Folding the A3 sheet to A4, A5 or DL size.
3. Freight is an ADDITIONAL CHARGE. We have access to favourable rates
with Australia Post and can also work with your preferred deliverer.

A3 folded
to A5 with
Premuim
photo
blending
collage on
the front
cover

Reverse side, fully unfolded to allow a poster format

When your A3
brochure is folded to
DL it gives you the
classic DL format, but
can double up as an A3
poster on the reverse side
of the sheet when the
brochure is fully unfolded.
(Job shown here fully unfolded)

DL side
of the A3 Sheet
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